Access to information in Pure is mediated in three ways:

- Roles (i.e. permissions)
- Visibility
- Filters

Users of Pure have roles appropriate to their duties and position.

By default, content is visible to all users (excluding content marked confidential), however it is often hidden by the My Content filter, which appears by default.

Research Output with My Content filter enabled

The default ‘My Content’ filter in Pure means screens display only content you’re associated with, hiding other content and making it quicker to find what you’re typically looking for.

If you want to search more broadly, you will need to remove or change this filter.

- In the screenshot above, the My content filter is enabled and 177 Research output records are visible.
- Click the My content label to show available options:
  
  - To see all records, or expand your search, just remove the filter by clicking the (x) to the left of the label.

With the filter removed, all records (5147 in this case) are now available to view or be searched.